Abstract-In this paper, a hybrid observer for interleaved boost converter is proposed. This converter is amid of new structures which based on parallaling converters, characterized by a strong currents with high switching frequencies. After recalling the dynamical equations of the converter, its hybrid dynamical behaviour and advantages are illustrated. This lineair switched system has unobservable configuration modes linked to particular switching sequences. By using a new concept called the Z(Tn)-observability this problem was solved. The proposed observer is based on the homogeneous observer alghorithm coupled with an estimator. The perfermances of the designed observer are highlighted by simulation studies in MATLAB/Simulink, a finite time convergence is obtained even in the presence of input variation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A hybrid dynamic system (HDS) is a system that switches between various operation modes where each mode is governed by its own dynamic law, it's modeled as a combination of continuous and discrete event subsystems. Among these systems interleaved DC-DC Converter, where interleaving is a technique that we can be implimented by parallelling the converters, it has been widely used in power converter in recents years [1] [2] [3] , typical benefics of interleaving techniques include reduced device stress by separating power into each discrets phases [4] , reduced filter size by increasing effective frequency, and alleviation of the effects of current ripple [5] , another advantage is the ability to operate the converter when a failure occurs in one cell as well as possibility to add new cells to the converter with minimum efforts. In this paper we take the example of interleaved boost converter (1EC) that has been studied for applications to power-factor correction circuit [6] and us the interface between fuel cells, photovoltaique arrays or battery sources and the DC bus of AC inverters [7] [8], the IEC is composed of several identical boost converters 978-1-5090-6287-4/17/$31.002017 IEEE connected in parallel. By virtue of paralleling the converters, the input current can be shared among the cells or phases, so that high reliability and efficiency in power electronic systems can be obtained. On ather hand several approches has been considered to control and observation the IEC. First, models have been designed to describe their averging [9] , instantaneous [10] or harmonic [11] behaviour. These various models were used for development of control laws, us [6] propose a controller based on Lyapunov-likelihood control technique, state feedback control method is designed in [12] . Since any power converter is an hybrid system these methods does not take into account the currents control alghorithme. Therefore a state vector of IEC is not observable at any time. In this context many studies have treated the problem of hybrid observability of systems with unobservable operating modes during switching cycles [13] [14] [15] [16] . Indeed the hybrid observability shows that a switched system wich has an unobservable subspaces for some operation modes is observable in a hybrid sense. Thus, it can be proved that the hybrid observability of a switched system does not necessarily imply the existence of a procedure for reconstructing the state in the case where the process goes through an operation mode for which a subspace is unobservable. However hybrid observers synthesis which takes into account unobservable states was widely studied these last decades and it remains a scientific problem and very few results exist in the literature. The consideration of such problem in observers' synthesis was proposed in [17] , nevertheless this work studies a particular case of switched systems whose unobservable states are constant, and this particular condition is validated for some power converters as the serial multicellular converters. Besides in [18] [19] the authors treat the synthesis of hybrid observers in general with either observable or unobservable subspace but the disadvantage of this observer is that its synthesis and its implementation in practice is difficult. The purpose of this paper is to design an hybrid observer based on the homogenous observer alghorithm [20] coupled with an estimator using
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Looking for the hybrid model of the IEC converter, we introduce the discrete variables q1, q2 
III. OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS
Let us consider the following class of system:
Where Q is a finite index set, fq !R x !Rn x !Rm -+ !Rn is sufficiently smooth, all dwell time intervals, [ti, O, ti,l] , between two switchings of the structure satisfy ti,l -ti,O > Tmin for some Tmin > 0 (this assumption excludes Zeno phenomena [23] .
For the input u in any time interval [ti,o, t i ,l[<;;; [t ini , tend[, we
assume that u(t) is bounded and sufficiently smooth.
For switched systems, the concept of observability and observer design are strongly related to the sequence of switching, thus it is important to recall the definition of hybrid time trajectory [21] , whose under some condtions there exists a time sequence called hybrid time trajetory [22] , after which we can observe all the state vector. The paper is organised as follows: The IEC converter modelling is presented in section 2; The analysis of a hybrid observability of IEC converter using the concept of Z(TN)-observability can be found in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the observer design. To illustrate the theoretical results, simulation results are presented in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 6.
II. INTERLEAVED BOOST CONVERTER MODELLING
Interleaving is a technique which is implemented by paralleling the converters, thus the Interleaved Boost Converter consists of two single Boost converters connected in parallel, us shown in Fig. 1 The concept of Z(TN)-Observability was proposed for non linears systems and switching systems. This notion has the particularity of taking into account the partial observability of the state and the hybrid time trajectory, the observability for each partial model and deduces the observability or unobservability with respect to switching sequence and the estimation of the parameters by a dynamic extension. 
Z(t,6(t),Ul(t)) = Z(t,6(t),U2(t)) (3)

Then we say that z = Z(t,~, u) is Z(TN)-observable along the trajectory (t, e(t), ul(t)).
For a fixed hybrid time trajectory TN and (TN), if z = Z(t,~, u) is Z(TN)-observable along all trajectories in U, then, z = Z(t,~, u) is said to be Z(TN)-observable in U.
Suppose for any trajectory (t,~(t), u(t)) in U, there always exists an open set U l C U so that (t,~(t), u(t))
is contained in U l and z = Z(t,~, u) is Z(TN)-observable in Ul. Then, z = Z(t,~,u) is said to be locally Z(TN)-observable.
The dimension of z variable is denoted by n z . A linear projection P is defined by:
A. observability cf the lEe Considering the observability matrix based on ql q2 of this hybrid system:
With:
then Xl is unobservable. In this paper, the proposed method is based on the Homogeneous Observer [26] [20] . To present the observer design some definitions are given. The homogeneous observer for this system is designed as:
Zn-1 Zn-1 [20] . Thus the observation errors dynamics is given by:
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., ProGf 1: For the proof see [20] .
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B. hybrid Observer for the lBe converter
A hybrid observer is synthesized, which is characterized by two coupled modes of operation. The first mode is the observation of the states of the system based on a homogeneous observer, and the second is the estimate of the unobservable states by knowing their dynamique. 
It is noted in Fig. 5 that the current i2, estimated by the observer converges in finite time to the of the real current value iL" And we observe from the Fig. 6 that the current i2 2 estimated by the observer converges in finite time to the real value i L2 even if the input signal changed. Besides Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 illustrates that the observation errors tend to zero in finite time.
This paper deals with observability problems for IEC based on a hybrid system approach. A hybrid observer is proposed whose two types observer are coupled; the first one is the a homogeneous observer, and the second one is an estimator. A simulation work is performed to test the proposed observer structure againts against input signal variation. It's shown that the estimated currents converge towards the real currents values in finite time. But it must be mentioned that in this observer strucure design ql and q2 are considered known at each instant of time. In a future work it will be assumed that those states are unknown. This case is a left inversion problem with ql and q2 its input. 
